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Geology of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Province of North America. Graver E. Murray.
Harper & Bros. 1961. xvii+692 pp. $24.00.

Facts discovered by research workers are always detailed fragments of larger stories, and
such details accumulate until some mature scientist is blessed with the time and the facilities
to assemble and organize them into coherent wholes. This fundament has been realized by
Murray's summary of information about the region between Newfoundland and Honduras.

The Province here considered ". . . is a coastal geosyncline consisting of an irregular mass
of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments, grossly lenticular in the land-sea dimension and super-
imposed, upon Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks, the surface of which dips seaward. The post-
Paleozoic, commonly unconsolidated sediments of the Province, have also an overall dip sea-
ward and at places are more than 40,000 feet thick." The extent of the region is given as 4,000
miles long, and with widths ranging from 100 to 400 miles.

No brief review can do justice to this monumental work. It presents descriptive analyses of
the highlands adjacent to the coastal plain, accounts of the pre-coastal province rocks, structural
geology, faults and fault systems, salt structures, regional stratigraphy, mineral resources,
physiography, climate, vegetation, and soils. Each part, with its comprehensive treatment,
might have been issued as a separate book, but the assembly makes sense. The author and
publisher are both entitled to commendation; this book would be cheap at any price.

THOMAS H. LANGLOIS

Nematology. Fundamentals and Recent Advances with Emphasis on Plant Parasitic and Soil
Forms. / . N. Sasser and W. R. Jenkins, Editors. The University of North Carolina
Press, Chapel Hill. 1960. 480 pp. $12.50.

A National Science Foundation grant enabled recent graduates with at least some training
in nematology and career nematologists to gather at North Carolina State College for intensive
and advanced study, and this fine volume contains the lectures presented there in the Summer of
1959. The section headings illustrate the broad coverage of the subject and the numbers indicate
the pages devoted to each section: Introduction 18, Methodology 104, Morphology and Anatomy
46, Special Treatment of Selected Nematode Groups 62, Physiology and Biochemistry 88,
Genetics and Cytology 20, Ecology 78, Host-parasite Relations 20, and Control 32.

From the first chapter, Nematology—An Outlook, by Gotthold Steiner, whose life work in
nematology continued long after retirement and stopped only with his death August 21, and
through the last chapter on Chemical Control (of less than three pages) by A. L. Taylor, the basic
aspects of nematology are comprehensively treated. Chapters by Dropkin, Boell, von Brand,
Fairbairn, Dougherty, and Mulvey on methodology, physiology, and genetics should have wide
appeal to students of the invertebrates.

This excellent treatise on nematodes is well illustrated, indexed, and nicely printed and
bound. It must be considered a necessary book for many phytopathologists and zoologists.

CARL VENARD

Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer. J. G. Knudsen and D. L. Katz. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York. 1958. viii+576 pp. $13.50.

This text is clearly intended for the advanced student or research and development worker
in this area. Its clarity and scope recommend it highly for both reference and study.

A general study of convection-heat transfer for incompressible fluids is approached by a
thorough study of flow of nonviscous and viscous fluids. Extensive material on laminar and
turbulent flow of viscous fluids, including an up-to-date review of the laminar sublayer in turbulent
flow, is presented as a solid foundation for the study of convection heat transfer. A chapter
on heat transfer with liquid metals is included, as well as a brief but lucid introduction to con-
formal mapping. Those concerned with the historical or human aspects of fluid mechanics
will find a treatment of the interesting Nikuradse case: "It appears that Nikuradse shifted his
original data in order that his velocity distribution near the wall of the tube would agree with
Prandtl's laminar sublayer theory."

Although this volume has been published in the McGraw-Hill Series in Chemical Engineering,
it is clearly of interest to mechanical and aeronautical engineers, not to mention certain areas of
applied mechanics and physics.

CHARLES D. NASH, JR.




